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QUESTION: 55
Your customer wants to create an explicit life event that can be used only in two specific
legal entitles. How do you accomplish this requirement?

A. On the Create Life Event page under General Information, leave the Global check
box blank and add specific legal entities.
B. On the Create Life Event page under Additional Information leave the Self-Assigned
check box blank and add specific legal entities.
C. On the Create Life Event page under General Information, select the Global check
box and add specific legal entities.
D. On the Create Life Event page under Additional Information, select the SelfAssigned check box and add specific legal entities.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 56
Which two are program types when you configure Flex Credits?

A. Other Credits
B. Core
C. Flex
D. Flex Credits and Core

Answer: B, D
Explanation
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/global-human-resources/r13-update17d/faibf/flexcredit-configuration.htm

QUESTION: 57
An organization wants a dedicated Train Stop for Dependent/Beneficiary Designation.
How can you meet this requirement?

A. Dependent/Beneficiary designation can only be done on the plan enrollment page
(where an employee chooses options). So, this cannot be achieved.
B. This can be achieved via customization only.

C. This can be achieved via configuration.
D. This cannot be achieved.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 58
A company offers its employees a choice of four plans within a health insurance plan
type. However, the company wants to compulsorily enroll an employee into one plan.
What must the minimum and maximum plan limit be set at Plan Type level?

A. Min = 1, Max - 1
B. Min = 1, Max = 2
C. Min = 0, Max = 1
D. Min = 0, Max = 0

Answer: B

QUESTION: 59
A medical plan (not in program) has the Defined Rate frequency set as Monthly and the
Communicated Rate frequency set as Per Pay Period. The pay period is defined as biweekly. The rate has been defined with the calculation method as Flat Amount = 65. The
currency defined at the plan is U.S.D. There are 26 payroll periods in the plan's year
period. What is the communicated rate value?

A. 40
B. 130
C. 32.5
D. 30

Answer: D

QUESTION: 60
A benefits administrator goes to the Enrollment task and finds the following under, the
life event summary:
1. Address Change life event status: Detected

2. New Hire life event: Manual What does this status signify?

A. A New Hire life event was manually selected.
An Address Change event was triggered for the person and participation evaluation
processing was evaluated.
B. A New Hire life event was manually selected.
An Address Change event was triggered for the person, and participation evaluation
processing has not yet evaluated it.
C. A New Hire life event was manually selected, or the Configure the Timeliness
Evaluation setting of a particular life event set the An Address Change event was
triggered for the person and participation evaluate processing has not yet evaluated it.
D. A New Hire life event was manually selected.
An Address Change event is yet to be triggered and processed for, the employee.

Answer: C
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